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Abstract. The market for the connected homes is still immature, and there is a 
considerable confusion about the possible ways of their market development. 
Basing on a systematic review of previous studies, we analyse nine main 
reasons why the connected home market has so far failed to take off. We 
conclude that consumer misperceptions, lack of knowledge as well as the 
closed system architecture by most providers are the key barriers to their large-
scale development. We suggest that overcoming those barriers is possible by 
referring them to business model building blocks. 
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1 Introduction 

A connected home is a high-tech residential setting, which incorporates ICT to offer 
particular services to the residents for the smart assisted living. Smart and connected 
homes, alongside the notion of assisted living in particular, have gained a lot of 
attention in the last few years. This is the result of several trends: ubicomp revolution 
of 90s [1-3], widespread proliferation and fast adaptation of mobile technology and a 
steady growth rate of households with Internet access all over the world at the similar 
phase (worldbank.org data) mixed with ageing society- related problems, including 
the growing health and social-care costs [4-6]. But, the fully connected home has not 
yet fully emerged and we still don’t recognise clear business models of how to bring 
connected homes and assistive technologies to the mass market.  

This paper presents the results from our analysis of yet not overcome connected 
home market development barriers. To identify them we applied the systematic 
literature review method [7-8] within Thompson’s ISI Web of Knowledge database in 
all available years (1970-2010). As an outcome, we came up with 39 papers that 
clearly referred to the market barriers and business challenges for connected home’s 
solutions.  

The contribution of this paper is twofold. Not only we indicate the recurring 
problems of the connected home market but in we clearly refer them to the areas of 
key business activities, in which they should be addressed. In order to do so we 
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employ the business model perspective. Following [9-10]: we concentrate on three 
business model components: Product; Infrastructure; and Customers. To be 
sustainable, the business has to be financially stable and credible in front of its 
stakeholders. This sustainability is reach by building positive customer relationship, 
attention to consumer needs and keeping them informed about the company’s actions. 
At the same time the business infrastructure, its internal and external networks, has to 
be well thought and directed to match the product/service value proposition. Value 
proposition, especially the outcomes of product and services development and 
commercialisation, is a key to revenue generation.  

2 Market Barriers 

As far as at the beginning of the new millennium two industry reports [11-12] 
indicated that markets, technologies and supply chains of connected homes are 
immature and that the consumers are not only sceptical but also ignorant of 
technological improvements and that building industry should provide generic 
infrastructure. Not only the demand seems to be inactive, but what is worse the 
demand is unconscious, unaware of what is available on the market [13]. In addition 
to that, although end-users express worries about privacy issues, they haven’t been so 
far addressed properly [14]. Moreover, the costs of switching to such technologies 
appeared to be to high, both in financial terms and private time and habits. In recent 
years a marketing strategy for the connected home concept changed back to offering 
single devices enabled to be connected and integrated in larger systems when 
necessary and configured according to particular buyer’s needs. Not a wonder that at 
the same time construction and property industry was little enthusiastic about creating 
a market for a fully automated, intelligent house [13]. 

At this stage of the connected home market creation, the business perspective is 
needed. The customers have to see a clear value creation chain, which ensure the 
services and advantages of the smart technologies to be sustainable and justify 
investments in it. Suppliers, although are more successful with selling separate 
devices / appliances rather than offering integrated systems, they will soon meet other 
demand barriers. Early adopters may be happy with trying out technical novelties, but 
larger population expects fully usable products, not a promise of possible functions. 

In the following sections we will summarise the main market-related problems of 
connected homes, in particular to the user-related issues, technology & supply-related 
issues, costs, and finally business-related issues including strategy, marketing and 
services. 

2.1 Users Perceptions 

The connected home is often seen through analogies to the futuristic, science-fiction 
stories and movies. The wider public is not informed about possibilities or advantages 
of the connected homes and often links them to visions taken from pop culture: “The 
Jetsons” style of living [15] or “Start Trek” [16]. On the other hand, there seem to be 
the lack of proper information campaign about the connected home benefits, like the 
ones for energy-saving, security, safety, convenience and enhancing communication 
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[17] and there are still a number of particular acceptance barriers, which need to be 
specifically addressed, like: price stability, lack of information, compatibility and 
possibilities of upgrades, reliability, servicing costs, and complexity in use [4].  

2.2 Poor Understanding of User Needs 

According to Paul Liao - the president of Panasonic technologies - in the past 30 
years progress in technology led to many new products, but its success depends on 
consumers’ expectations, which are steadily growing [18]. In other words customers 
always expect even further improved performance, decreased costs, miniaturisation, 
etc. The fact that the technology-oriented approach had failed to provide significant 
understanding of domestic consumers’ expectations was noticed first in 1995 [15]. 
But similar critics of the innovation industrially driven can be found also in more 
recent studies [4, 11, 19-20]. It seems that ubicom revolution hasn’t managed to 
produce true user-oriented value in the connected home area. 

2.3 Data Security and Privacy Issues 

There are several security and privacy issue that haven’t so far been resolved. This 
includes authentication and authorisation [21], a need for low-cost, high-quality and 
excellent security services [22], dependability problems of reliability, availability, 
security, and manageability [23] or a need for identifying of security mechanisms 
needed to ensure privacy [24-25]. Once the monitoring systems are installed, the 
technical possibilities of monitoring are always available. “It could be argued that the 
ethical pitfalls in monitoring people’s movements within their home, or recording the 
frequency of using the toilet or regularity of eating, counteract the advantages of 
various smart home technologies for providing independence” (14, p. 17). Therefore, 
privacy should be a central design issue in its own right with a particular focus in the 
design areas of capture of data, construction, accessibility and purpose. The key 
problems lay in disembodiment of the collected data from the context and dissociation 
from one's actions. The solution is better control and feedback [14]. 

2.4 Lack of Effective Marketing Message 

There is very little PR or marketing strategies aiming at informing the potential 
customers about the possibilities and advantages of the connected home technologies as 
well as to dispel doubts about safety, security and other technology-related issues. The 
problems of lack of the proper marketing communication were raised from the beginning 
of the 90s [26] and this situation continued over the next two decades [12, 13, 19, 27].  

2.5 Lack of Installation, Maintenance Services and Skills 

The large reports on connected homes at the turn of the 1990s indicated the obvious 
lack of skills among the builders who were supposed to fit the smart technologies in 
the buildings [11-12, 29]. Similarly [30] and [20] emphasise that still most potential 
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users don’t have enough technical skills to install and maintain their connected home 
systems on their own. Without infrastructure solutions, it may be very difficult to 
provide smart home installations outside the DIY niche. 

2.6 The Costs of Devices and Installations 

The customers are interested in connected home solutions but are unwilling to pay the 
current prices [17, 31-33]. From a house developer perspective, the full range of 
intelligent technologies would add min +5% to the new home costs [17] or an average 
about £1400 per room [11]. Because the relatively high initial investment form the 
consumer is still necessary [12, 34], those costs make the connected home targeted at 
middle and upper income groups while it stays unreachable for others who could 
possible benefit form it, like the disabled or the elderly [4]. 

2.7 The Old Housing Stocks and Retro-adaptation Problems 

The large old house stock, in particular in Europe, is another obstacle to the consumer 
up-take of connected home technology [34]. It is calculated that networking an old 
building is more expensive than doing it during the new construction works [4]. 
Therefore, the full retro-fit to existing building is considered improbable on the wide 
scale due to financial and disruption costs [12,19]. 

2.8 The Supply: Pessimistic about the Market, Poorly Developed Distribution 
Channels 

The connected home undertaking requires involvement of various specialists 
originating from retail, transport, services, installation, house-building and software 
industries and their collaboration has to be properly managed. That is why we believe 
that the future of the connected home market will depend on the system integrators 
[4]. Possibly, the slow development of the connected home market reflects the lack of 
the genuine successful business case in this area. It seems that not only building 
industry is caught in the concept of constantly futuristic market but also consumer 
electronic industry considers it as undefined future opportunity [36]. 

2.9 Lack of Common Standards and Therefore Difficulties in Integrating 
Different Systems 

Huang et al. [37, p. 619] “hypothesize that the utility of input appliances will be 
greatly increased if they too were ‘infrastructure enabled”. But they still aren’t. The 
problem is in the lack of common standards, which concerns many issues primarily 
related to: communication protocols and control [4, 11, 19, 26, 28, 29, 38, 40-46] but 
also standardisation of testing and diagnostic tools [24]. 

As early as 1987 the New Scientist reported that “Philips, Thorn-EMI, Thompson. 
Siemens, GEC, Mullard and Electrolux decided that their next big market would be 
the “intelligent home” [38]. Ten years after, Barlow & Gann [4] enumerate several 
“standards” existing on the market in 1998 in the US NHBA: Smart House and EIA: 
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CEBus, in Europe LON Users Club, EHS Association, EIB Association, BatiBUS 
Club, in Japan: TRON house and EIAJ: HBS. The 90s are described as the time of 
“battle for dominance” over the concept of the connected home and in particular the 
standardisation attempts [46, 47]. While the connected home moved towards 
consumer electronic market and revealed its multi-paradigm setting and open 
character, the actors kept referring to it in the system paradigm with tight coordination 
of innovation processes. The trials of integrating some of those standards were to a 
large extend unsuccessful and still the easiest and fully open ones X10, ZigBee and 
XBee are also the most popular for connected home DIY. 

Currently the most known and widely applied consumer electronic communication 
standard is UPnP with DLNA certificate. The Digital Living Network Alliance 
consists of over 200 companies who seek to create new products that are compatible 
by using open standards and widely available industry specifications. The promote 
members are companies like Access, AT&T, AWOX, Broadcom, CableLabs, CISCO, 
Direct TV, DOLBY, DTS, Ericsson, HP, Huawei, Intel, LG Electronics, Microsoft, 
Motorola, Nokia, Panasonic, Pioneer, Qualcomm, Rovi, Samsung, SHARP, SONY, 
Technicolor, Toshiba, and Verizon. Although UPnP/DLNA is developed by a group 
of companies, it doesn’t mean that their products are all compatible. On contrary, the 
standard has various implementations, which creates burdens for it to work properly. 
It is enough to follow any Internet forum describing the issues concerning UPnP 
problems or look at the projects like Rygel/GUPnP to realise that different 
UPnP/DLNA hardware is not interoperable. Some companies, like Microsoft seem to 
have a purposeful strategy of making their devices inoperable with some of their 
competitors. At the end of the day, what was supposed to be automatic and easy, is in 
fact just an unfulfilled promise. Moreover, the industry consortium restricts the type 
of formats supported by UPnP/DVLA, which results in the often error messages like 
“Unsupported format” or “Data is corrupted” which makes this standard even less 
useful. Not surprising that many involved companied do not even inform their 
customers that their products are adopting UPnP/DVLA standards [30]. 

The contradictory, sand-alone strategy is represented by Apple - a notable non-
member of Digital Living Network Alliance with its own technology. Apple products 
are known to operate well among each other and with most other manufacturers’ 
devices, for instance printers via Bonjour protocol. At the same time Apple standards 
are not fully open, and probably services like video transmission will be still available 
just in one direction, from others devices to Apple devices. On contrary to 
UPnP/DLNA, Apple’s devices do what the manufacturer promise to. 

3 Market Barriers and Business Model Challenges 

The reviewed literature mentioning the key barriers of the connected home market 
can be classified into nine groups of problems (Table 1 below). But our aim was not 
only to create the list of existing market barriers for development of connected homes, 
but also to relate them to the key elements of a business model. Business model is an 
analytical way of looking at entrepreneurial endeavour by focusing on the value 
propositions, ways of generating profits and necessary facilities and arrangements.  
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Table 1. Key market-development barriers 
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1987 New Scientist [38]           

1989 Hanover [29]            

1991 

Gann [28]            

Haddon [26]            

Weiser [1]           

1992 
Lutolf [43]           

Yang & Manikopoulos [39]           

1993 Bellotti & Selen [14]           

1995 
Cawson et al. [35]            

Haddon [15]             

1998 

Barlow & Gann [4]                 

Badami & Chbat [31]           

Tsai et al. [22]           

1999 

vanBerlo & Fellbaum [44]             

Charles  [40]           

Fellbaum & Hampicke [41]            

Gann et al. [11]             

2000 

Anderson [16]           

Al-Muhtadi et al. [21]           

Maglio et al. [48]           

Huang et al. [37]           

Kiciman & Fox [45]           

Pragnell et al. [12]              

Rosenthal & Stanford [24]            

Spohrer & Stein [32]            

Wang et al. [23]           

2001 Petersen et al. [17]            

2003 

Aldrich [34]            

Barlow & Venables [13]           

Tronnier [42]           

2004 David [27]           
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Table 1. (Continued) 

 Liao [18]           

2007 

Beniaminy [33]           

Bierhoff et al. [19]               

Coughlin et al. [20]             

Tamura et al. [25]           

2008 Peine [46]           

2009 Peine [47]           

2010 Bidmead [30]            

3.1 Customer Relationship Management 

First, there are several serious problems with customer relationship management. On 
the one hand users tend to have futuristic, partly unrealistic connotations. On the other 
hand they lack of knowledge about the available technology and there are issues 
about the proper product classification and guarantee. For instance, within the assisted 
living technologies people seem to look for either products like medical devices 
where their reliability is guaranteed by the law. All of those problems should be 
addressed by the proper CRM, which so far was mostly neglected by the industry. 

3.2 Connected Home Innovation and Commercialisation 

Second, the price and affordability for different market segments, including non-
financial costs of panopticon independency and stigma stays unsolved. For instance, 
the elderly are looking for more generic products that are not designed for “old” or 
sick” but just for “younger or more healthy older adults seeking to simply age-in-
place.” [20 p.1813]. Also matters of security and privacy are not clear to the end-users. 

Although from the industry point of view often high prices for the connected 
home systems are justified by the cost of innovation, there is little explanation of the 
value to the end users. But the question of price is more complicated and refers to the 
other important issue who will pay for the connected home technology, especially 
assisted living one: the elderly or sick themselves, the families, the government? 
Careful stakeholder analysis would help in creating sustainable business models able 
to commercialise successfully smart technologies for connected home. 

3.3 Infrastructure Management 

Finally, the pessimism on the supply side with high costs of house retro-adaptation 
and lack of technical skills makes infrastructure management difficult. But this 
indicates on more major choice, which lies across the sections of Customer 
Relationship Management, product/service innovation and commercialisation and 
infrastructure management and therefore can be understood as a main connected 
home business model variable: the lack of common standards. Therefore on the 
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supply side, there is an important choice to be made between open and closed 
business models with in results implicate different modes of cooperation and different 
phases of market development. So far, neither quasi-open strategy of Microsoft nor 
the closed strategy of Apple was able to help gaining significant competitive 
advantage. 

4 Conclusions 

The most commonly mentioned market barriers for connected homes are: user 
perceptions, poor understanding of users needs, security issues, lack of effective 
marketing, installation and maintenance skills, costs, old housing stock, pessimism in 
the industry, and lack of common communication standards and data formats. 
However, they seem to be considered as an explanation why the technology didn’t 
reach the mass-market rather than the set of problems that must be solved. Therefore, 
our analysis shows that the market-development issues were raised for many years, and 
still fail to be properly addressed. One of the reasons for this situation is lack of 
business-oriented framework, and considerations in terms of models of value creation. 
We predict that the future success of the connected home approach will depend 
critically on the widespread adoption of the “webs” [49] and platform strategy [50] 
based on common standard and increasing returns. But this has wider consequences, as 
without the common standards; the mass market is unlikely to take off. However, the 
interoperability contradicts the monopolistic and/or lock-in strategies pursued by some 
of the significant players from the building or the home electronics industries. Many of 
them are currently adopting a wait-and-see strategy, risking that their competitors may 
come up with new killer applications or new modes of cooperation [51]. 
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